TENINO COPPER NAPTHENATE Is a brush-on 2% copper as metal wood preservative for end-cut protection of treated wood. Only 2% copper as metal
Copper Naphthenate solutions like TENINO meet the warranty requirements for
treated wood end-cut solutions in many cases. TENINO Copper Naphthenate
meets the American Wood Protection Association’s (AWPA) Standard M4 endcut requirements for exterior and ground contact field treatments.

For over 30 years TENINO has
been providing maximum
strength protection for wood.
Tenino is water repellent, not
water based.
Copper Care Wood Preserva-

Copper Naphthenate

tives, Inc. Tenino Copper Naphthenate is a registered EPA
pesticide. EPA Registration No.
64405-22-54471
Never use in a manner inconsistent with the label. If you need
additional information regarding
product safety, application or
suitability of use.

Call

(402) 563-2663

Or visit our website:

www.coppercare.com

Scan code to view label

TERMITES

REMEDIAL

FADES TO BROWN

Copper Care Wood Preservatives’ TENINO Coper Naphthenate label allows for use
in protecting wood against
Carpenter Ants, Powder Post
Beetles, Decay Fungi, Subterranean Termites, Drywood Termites and Wood
borers. Helps control shrinking, warping, swelling. Wood
treated with TENINO resists
mold, mildew, moss.

TENINO can be used to
protect wood in both remedial and preventive applications. TENINO Copper Naphthenate will protect wood
below ground. Use it for
posts and siding and to
protect lumber an timbers in
exterior applications. Use it
for end-cut protection to
comply with treated wood
manufacturer’s warranties

TENINO when applied has a
dark green color that will fade
with time to brown. Fading is
dependent on time, sunlight
and weathering. Wood may
be permanently darkened.
TENINO has a strong petroleum odor and should only be
used outside and where it will
not be offensive. The odor
fades with time. Approved for
use on shingles and shakes.

Only 2% copper as metal Copper Naphthenate meets AWPA M-4 standard
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